Improved partitioning in aqueous two-phase system of tyrosine-tagged recombinant lactate dehydrogenase.
The partitioning of Bacillus stearothermophilus lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) in an aqueous two-phase system was studied. Particularly, the influence of tyrosine tags on the partitioning was evaluated. The hydrophobic effect, caused by the addition of tyrosine residues, was determined in a system based on dextran and the thermoseparating ethylene oxide-propylene oxide random copolymer (EO30PO70). Five different LDH variants were constructed with N-terminal tags containing tyrosines (Y3 and Y6), tyrosines and prolines (Y3P2 and Y6P2), and only prolines (P2). LDH fused with tags containing tyrosines increased the partitioning coefficient, and the more tyrosines added to the protein, the larger improvement in partitioning. When prolines were added between the tyrosine-rich tag and the protein, a further increased partitioning was obtained. The enhanced partitioning was attributed to the rigid structure of the proline, which in turn led to an increase in the exposure of the tag to the surroundings. The best tyrosine tag, Y6P2, increased the partition coefficient four times and additionally, a higher thermostability was observed.